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Background and Motivation 

The cooperation between the EFI and the Czech Republic is ongoing for several 

years now, and besides other topics, the management of risks and the conversion 

of forests to a more stable and resilient system is of high interest. 

In 2015/16 two forest expert delegations from the Czech Republic (CZ) visited the 

German states of Baden-Württemberg and Bavaria. The focus was on mixed 

forests, continuous cover forestry, biodiversity and resilience. The expertise and 

wildlife management approaches in both states were of special interests, as deer 

impact like selective browsing, fraying and bark stripping pose a significant 

obstacle to forest conversion towards mixed and resilient tree species 

composition. The related rules and regulations and their implementation were 

assessed and discussed if suitable for the CZ conditions. A second interest was the 

exchange of expertise related to tree species and climate change adaptation. 

In October 2017 the EoE Forest to CZ was arranged by members of the Czech 

national branch of Pro Silva, Pro Silva Bohemica and the FRISK Secretariat at EFI 

Bonn, Resilience Program. The participants came from Forest Services, Wildlife 

Management associations and communal forest owner associations from Bavaria, 

Baden-Württemberg, Rhineland Palatinate, Austria, Ireland and of course CZ. 
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Agenda and Study Areas 2017 

 

 

The program was developed based on the precious EoE´s  in cooperation between 

the EFI and Pro Silva Bohemica. The study tour travelled across CZ and visited a 

wide range of forest types, forest owners from State, private and communal as 

well as the Training Forest Enterprise Masaryk Forest Křtiny of Mendel University 

in Brno.  

Program Overview 

 Sunday: in the evenening meeting in Chomutov (První Mlýn) 

 Monday: Chomutov; transformation of exotic, so called “provisional forest 

stands” on sites damaged by pollutions in 1970s; Church Forest Estate of 

Prague Diocese  

 Tuesday: Doksy; close-to-nature forestry in Scots pine; municipal forest 

estate od Doksy town  
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 Wednesday: Kocanda; close-to-nature forestry and transformation process 

of Norway spruce monocultures and management in buffer zone of Natural 

Preserve Žákova hora; Forest estate of Kinský family 

 Thursday: Křtiny; Training Forest Enterprise Masaryk Forest Křtiny – Wildlife 

management; and forestry excursion – transformation process from 

evenaged forestry into Dauerwald (un-even aged forestry); in the evening 

cultural program (UNESCO place) 

 Friday:  Opočno; –special purpose forest management in pheasanery and 

game park; regeneration methods in mixed beech-spruce forest stands in 

Forest estate of Collorado-Mansfeld family; water balance of forest stands 

showed via particular examples of water balance research on research plots 

of The Forest Research Station at Opocno (branch of Forestry and Game 

Management Research Institute at Jiloviste-Strnady) 

 Saturday: Lázně Bohdaneč – return home 

 

Sunday 8 October: Collect participants and Travel to CZ 

Monday 9 October:  

Topics: large scale disturbance and forest die-back, acid rain, air pollution, 

contaminated soil, provisional forests, impact of deer 

Location: Around the city of Chomutov, Church Forest Estate of Prague Diocese.  

Forest Die-back areas where pollution and acid rain resulted in total devastation 

of Norway spruce forest in a magnitude of 40 000 ha in the 1970´s. The pollution 

from industry on both sides of the border (GER-CZ) was so intense that a 100% 

dieback occurred and that even the upper soil layers (A horizon) had to be 

removed. As a reaction, the foresters tried to establish a so called “provisional 

forest stands” on these devastated areas. The contaminated soil was removed 

and the area was planted with Birch (Betula pendula and Betula pubescens), Larch 

(Larix deciduous) and Colorado Spruce (Picea pungens). The expectation and hope 

was that within the next 40 years this will stabilize the forest ecosystem and its 
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functions, microclimate and soil and enable other tree species to grow again 

(through reintroduction of former native tree species). About these 40 years later, 

we could now visit these areas, now in the ownership of the Prague Diocese.  

The current situation is still a challenge: The Birch (mainly Betula pendula; 

especially coming from lower altitudes) is now breaking down due to unsuitable 

genetic provenance (Betula pendula from coming suitable higher altitudes and 

usually all forest stands of Betula pubescens are vital and without breakages) and 

due to site conditions that do not allow Birch to get much older. No Birch 

regeneration can be observed. 

The Colorado Spruce is breaking down on large scale due to a fungus infection 

(Gemmamyces piceae). No regeneration can be observed.  

The Larch, against all expectations, is actually surviving and will not be removed, 

as the original management plan was planning (i.e. was planning to apply the 

same approach for all provisional forest stands regardless tree species 

composition – to remove it after 40 years and replace it by native, autochtonous 

tree species). No natural regeneration of larch can be observed. 

-After first displays of rapid dying (in case of Birch in 1997 after first huge 

snow/hard rime breakage; in case of Colorado spruce after first dieback due to 

Gemmamyces piceae approx. in 2007) there was started conversion process of 

these provisional forest stands through plantings of Norway Spruce (Picea abies), 

European beech (Fagus sylvatica), Silver fir (Abies alba) and Sycamore maple 

(Acer pseudoplatanus), a suitable species mix for the local site conditions. The 

existing Larch pole stands are a welcome additional species in that envisaged mix. 

On wetter sites we could observe Black alder (Alnus glutinosa), which is improving 

the soil conditions. However, the high red deer populations (finding in large area 

of pole stands of provisional tree species ideal conditions for life) do not allow any 

natural regeneration or planting without protection. Terminal leader of Norway 

spruce has to be “painted” and all other species need fences. Different 

regeneration treatments that are used for regeneration/conversion of these 
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forest stands were presented. Moreover, new treatments are still being 

developed or the old ones are being improved. 

With regard to the costs of establishing a mixed forest stand, mainly the building 

and maintenance of fences on such large areas, it is without a question, the next 

40 years will be costly and challenging.  

As a potential option to support the reforestation in this large scale we discussed 

the development of an integrated wildlife management concept to support the 

silviculture on the 2 800 ha forest estate. Such a concept could be based on the 

guidelines for driven hunts, produced by the ÖJV and FRISK in 2015. The concept 

could be implemented under the control of the chief forester Ing. Jan Ferkel with 

support from EFI and others. 

Impressions: 

 
Large areas, formerly stocked with Birch, now replanted with Norway Spruce. 
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Group of EoE in front of dying Colorado Spruce stand 

 
Example of Red Deer fence, several hundred kilometers of fence are needed 
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Colorado Spruce, 40 years old, die-back due to Gemmamyces piceae.
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Planted Beech, bark stripped in the moment where the protection is damaged or removed.
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Remnants of the removed upper soil layers, these were originally planted with Birch….though no birch is 

visible any more. 
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Spruce has to be protected against browsing 

 

Tuesday 10 October:  

Topics: Scots Pine close-to-nature forestry, Conversion of monoculture to 

continuous cover forestry, risk reduction , improved resilience, Wildland Urban 

Interface, Deer impact, introduced tree species 
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Location: City forest of the town Doksy, Pinus Sylvestris conversion 

The city forest of Doksy is about 1000 ha in size with additional 300 ha of adjacent 

communal forest that is also managed by the chief forester Ing. Petr Válek in 

Doksy.  

The forest stands are dominated by Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris), mixed rarely with 

Sessile oak (Quercus petraea), Champion oak (Quercus rubra) and other 

deciduous species. The clear management goal here is to convert the silvicultural 

system to a continuous cover forestry system, which requires the conversion of 

mature even-aged Pine stands towards more structured, un-eveaged forest 

stands; if site conditions allow with valuable admixture of other tree species, 

mainly broadleaf. .  

Due to the poor site conditions (low fertility) the population density of game is 

low (compared to other parts of CZ). There are present roe deer (Capreolus 

capreolus) and very rarely fallow deer (Dama dama). However, silver fire can only 

grow behind fences, but its suitability in this area is very limited by site, poor and 

dry conditions and so it can be planted only within few areas.  

The forest is heavily used by the local population as well as the frequent tourists. 

It is one of the most famous tourist areas in CZ. In addition a number of holiday 

homes is located well inside and across the forest stands. Deer management 

under such “lively” conditions is dangerous and in terms of safety and 

effectiveness the suitable option would be e.g. hunting at night with Nigh vision 

technology. 

The adjacent state forests are managed in the classic way of planted monoculture, 

even aged Scots pine stands regenerated by clear fellings; very often combined 

with soil technical preparation, mainly ploughing. The director of City forest of 

town Doksy, Ing. Petr Válek and his team, has produced indeed remarkable 

progress in establishing more stand structure and within very specific conditions 

also admixture mainly by Sessile oak, Champion oak, European beech, lime, 
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horse-chestnut (Castanea sativa) and rowan (Sorbus aucuparia). Silver fire 

however, only behind fences.  

Especially with the state forest management system in close proximity, indeed a 

worthwhile location to observe the conversion of even aged, mono-culture 

towards a structured (mixed) and continuous cover system. 

Impressions: 

 
Structured stand with 5 tree species 
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high number of tree species, well structured 
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Conversion of old, even aged stands with natural regeneration, new species. Here, the target 

diameter of the over-story is the main focus of management 

 
Example of establishment of Pine plantations, mechanic soil preparation and artificial planting, 

state forest. 
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Discussion of pruning the target trees, after the pruning the stand will be thinned and 

increment concentrated on the target trees.  
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Wildland-Urban Interface, holiday homes, camp sites, sports grounds are all under the 

responsibility of the forester….. 

 
Discussion on soil and climate, target trees diameter, stand structure and the resilience of such 

stands. 
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Wednesday 11 October:  

Topic: Close to nature forestry, conversion of Spruce forests for risk reduction, 

storm, bark beetle, deer impact 

Location: Near Jihlava, Private Forest Estate of the Kinský family, 5700 ha. 

The Forest Estate of the Kinský family is located approx. 100 km from the city of 

Brno. It has ideal conditions for European beech, Silver fir and Norway spruce, 

which represent native tree species composition there. The majority of the estate 

experienced a severe storm event in the 1930´s when over 30% of the forest 

stands were felled after huge wind breakage in 1931. The damaged areas were 

mostly replanted or directly seeded with Norway spruce.  As a result there is high 

portion of forest stands at the age of 70 to 80 years (2,7 times higher then would 

be “normal distribution”). From the early days in 1920s the management 

objective of foresters managing the property for family Kinský was a close-to-

nature forestry approach; however, due to the large scale disturbance such effort 

was stopped for approx. 20 years, when this effort was re-establish by next 

generation of foresters after WW II. However, during 1950s the estate (at those 

days a confiscated property and managed by State company) was divided into 

two official parts, managed by different units of State company. One half was so 

managed more or less within at least shelter-wood system, while the second half 

was managed through clear-felling system. After Velvet Revolution was the 

property gotten back by Kinský family within restitution process and Norway 

spruce stands transformation was intensively started. The best results were 

achieved by forest ranger Jiří Bína in forest district Kocanda. We could observe his 

efforts of 25 years: creating structure in the even-aged stands, canopy opening for 

natural regeneration, establishment of European beech and Silver fire 

underplantings. Old Larch is present in the enterprise, however, Larch is not 

considered an endemic species in that part of CZ and may not be regenerated due 

to the nature conservation status so called Landscape Protected Area (CHKO) 

where whole the Kinský estate is located.  
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Given the large amount of area,  majority of forest management concepts need to 

be systematic that they can be reproduced across the whole estate.  

All artificial regeneration of European beech, Silver fir needs protection. In 

European beech, the fence can be removed after 12 - 15 years, in Silver fir only 

after 40 years. Roe deer does not represent there such significant problem here; 

while red deer, despite its density is at the moment lower then 20 – 30 individuals 

per whole area (5700 ha) see Silver fir as very attractive for bark stripping (that is 

enhanced also by low portion of Silver fir in today tree species composition, which 

increases the attractiveness) and there are known examples when one red deer 

hind and its fawn can destroy many under planted areas of Silver fir in shorter 

time than a week. Many years of work are then lost within a few days. Because of 

that fencing for such long time is necessary (i.e. to the stage when rough bark is 

developed). Forty (!) years of maintaining a deer fence! Again, and is most sites 

we have visited the deer population is high and the determining factor in all 

silvicultural approaches. The conflict in clear definition of the management 

objectives, namely forestry or hunting, is visible everywhere. Even if the first 

objective is forestry and close to nature forestry, the in-official second 

management objective is hunting. Two objectives that do not go well hand-in-

hand. 

Again, an integrated wildlife management concept could be an option, but of 

course it would need support by the land owner in the first place. 

At the end of the forestry part we visited National Nature Forest Prereserve 

Žákova hora where the natural processes are studied. The native tree species 

composition is so called “Hercinic mixture” – European beech, Norway spruce and 

Silver fir; on more nutrients enriched forest sites occurs also Sycamore maple.  
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Impressions: 

 
Discussion of risk and disturbance dynamics in the estate. Gap for regeneration and structure 

visible in the background. 

 
gap dynamic within area after windbreak, natural spruce regeneration 
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Beech plantation under shelter-wood. Part of shelter and fence were removed last year. An 

example of less sheltered under-planting – usually the growth of under-plantings of European 

beech and Silver fir beneath the canopy of Norway spruce over-story is assumed for at least 30 

years; removal of over-story is done in more steps within that period. 
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A potential target tree in natural regeneration, bark stripped, no future. 
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Inside the fence, silver fir is showing good growth! Outside the fence it is impossible to find a 

silver fir. 
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National Nature Forest Preserve Žákova hora, located within private forest property owned by 

Kinský family: old growth and dead wood! The reserve was established in 1920 as one of the 

first of its kind in CZ. Due to difficult access the site was out of intensive human impact and only 

a few extensive, selective cuts were applied there in the past; this fact and value of such area 

found out a former director Bakesh in 1920 who recommended to the owners to avoid it from 
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management and establish the natural preserve 
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Thursday 12 October:  

Location: Training Forest Enterprise Masaryk Forest Křtiny of Mendel University in 

Brno (11700 ha)  

Topics: Wildlife management and continuous cover forestry to mitigate Climate 

Change effects , increase resilience. 
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The enterprise belongs to the Mendel University in Brno. Note: the university, not 

the Faculty of Forestry and Wood Technology, which results in management 

decisions that the forestry faculty might see different.  

In the morning we could observe and discuss the wildlife management on the 

estate. Hunting in the Czech Republic, and as well on Forest Enterprise Masaryk 

Forest Křtiny, is a very traditional affair. In terms of silviculture and reduction of 

risks this way of hunting cannot fulfill the role of wildlife management for 

silvicultural purposes. Hunting, especially trophy hunting plays an important role 

in the social life of forest enterprises. Despite the objective to establish a close-to-

nature and continuous cover forestry system, the management of deer is not 

done as effectively as it could be. Even in this university enterprise, hunts and 

trophy hunts are sold. Again a good example of two management objectives that 

do not work well together. And due to multiple interests there is no clear 

formulation of priorities. However, despite a higher population of game, Forest 

Enterprise Masaryk Forest Křtiny is one of that forest estates in CZ where it is 

possible to use natural regeneration of majority of tree species successfully 

without fencing. That is because of heterogeneous tree species composition in 

forest over-story resulting then also into vigorous, mixed natural regeneration 

and high fertility of forest sites (and of the forest ecosystem as a consequence – 

also for game). 

In the afternoon, we could then meet with the silviculture inspector of the 

enterprise Lumír Dobrovolný. The position of a silviculture -inspector was newly 

re-established (when in the past was usual and very important) and Lumír could 

demonstrate the value of such a position in a very convincing way. We started in a 

National Nature Forest Preserve Habrůvecká bučina  that serves as learning and 

demonstration tool for the university as well as for the forest rangers and 

managers. It was obvious that the enterprise is located in the absolute “Beech 

Optimum”.  We could observe fantastic European beech/larch stand (with 

admixture of Norway spruce 9%) at the age of ca. 180 years with standing 

volumes of 1150 cubic meters/ha in excellent quality and dimensions; larch 

achieving more than 55 m in height and nearly 11 m3 in volume. 
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In terms of risk management and in terms of creating a resilient forest for the 

future challenges of climate change, the clear objective is the establishment of a 

continuous cover forestry system with European beech, Norway spruce, Larch, 

Silver fir, Sycamore maple, Sessile oak and others. Silver fir, under the current 

deer densities, can  grow behind fences, or must be applied painting of terminal 

leaders. We could observe fantastic stands and concluded that this forest 

enterprise is worth another visit! We could also observe the insufficient 

infrastructure for effective hunting. The same problem with larch was presented – 

also Forest Enterprise Masaryk Forest Křtiny belongs into area of Landscape 

Protected Area (CHKO) where Czech law nad mainly authorities from nature 

protection are avoiding regeneration and silviculture of larch, despite in this 

particular area the was described specific, high quality local ecotype called as 

“Adamov larch” (about village close to here; in the past arose perhaps as the 

result of hybridization of individuals from Alps and from northern population and 

so exhibiting great production and quality features) and despite larch is within the 

Czech Republic autochtonuous in northern Moravia (and nobody can surly declare 

that its region was not within the Czech land larger, than it is now assumed based 

on today findings – e.g. pollen analyses etc.) 

Lumír is experimenting with the best tree regeneration techniques, with fences 

and open areas in comparison, gap dynamics and has already a number of very 

good stands to show: rich in structure, mixed, resilient!  
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Impressions: 
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Beech and Larch in a impressive good quality and volume!
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Beech regeneration, Larch and oak need of course support to compete.

 
Structure and diversity under spruce-beech shelter.
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Behind fences the regeneration is plentiful. In cases, willows and other species even overgrow 

the desired tree species! However, within non-fenced area the natural regeneration of target, 

desired tree species is much more successful and its portion significantly higher because it is 

not depressed and overtopped by vigorously growing “soft-wood pioneers”. Soft-wood 

pioneers are preferentially browsed by game and so enable to target, climax tree species to 

successfully grow – an example of positive influence of game. 
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The enterprise has its own nursery. 

 

 

Friday 13 October:  

Location: The Forest Research Station at Opocno (branch of Forestry and Game 

Management Research Institute at Jiloviste-Strnady)  and Forest estate of 

Colloredo-Mansfeld family  

Topics: Acid rain, pollution, soil contamination, stand stability, storm, snow, 

regeneration and conversion for increased resilience. 

In the region around Opočno we could visit the formerly devastated forest areas 

in the higher altitudes of the “Adlergebige”, close to the border to Poland. The 

region experienced a large scale forest dieback in 1977/78, when the temperature 

on new year’s evening fell down within amplitude of 30° C. The two power plants 

(coal) Chvaletice nad Opatovice in the region fired up to their full capacity and 

produced so much emissions (e.g. hundreds of thousands tons of Sulphur per 

every ear were emitted into air) that this was the last nail or tipping point for the 
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forest die-back. A large forest die-back occurred mainly at the beginning of 1990s, 

so later but in other aspects in similar way to the first visited areas of Monday this 

week.. Consequently, the area was cleared. In the follow-up this resulted in a 

raised water lever and a nearly saturated soil water content. Ground water table 

reached in most areas the soil ground. To enable reforestation the area had to be 

drained by a net of ditches deep approx. 80 cm and planted with Norway spruce. 

The Forest Research Station at Opocno is conducting long term trials in this area 

on run-off, water retention, flood management and prevention. Moreover, they 

have great opportunity to compare plots with the technical drainage and without 

this measure as well as to observe how the drained areas are developing within 

time when the ditches are continually clogged. As the result of both technical and 

biological treatment the ground water table decreased 30 cm deeper and so 

created suitable conditions for root growth, root systems development and for 

enhancing of biological activity of soil and moreover this change created very 

valuable “space” for soil retention and retardation with significant impact to 

whole water and out-flow regimes.  

In terms of silviculture it was again obvious that only Norway spruce can grow 

without protection. European beech, Silver fir, Sycamore maple, rowan etc are 

planted only behind fences where they can survive without damage. Again, the 

red deer densities are the one of the most important factors to create a resilient 

forest for the future. Also other factors like Nitrogen deposition in soils is a 

challenge to forest systems…for many decades to come: Similarly as in Church 

Forest Estate of Prague Diocese visited on Monday there was also explained and 

discuss the problem on Nitrogen deposition in the soil A horizon affecting the root 

system morphology and so creating forest stands more unstable and extremely 

sensitive to dry periods. Noticeable impact of dry periods on forest vitality and 

pivotal role of such abiotic factor on future of these forest stand was presented 

by showing of datas from extremely dry year 2015. The resilience of forest stands 

against such extreme events, whose frequency will under climate change increase, 

can be reached only through mixed forest stands, where every tree species 

occupy slightly different niche, also in rhizosphere. E.g. hydraulic lift can play 
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crucial role and was discussed on the example of forest mixture of European 

beech and Norway spruce which is also issue observed intensively by Forest 

Research Station at Opočno within their research plots.   Finally, without 

Europeam beech and Silver fir, the even-aged spruce on these wet and saturated 

sites, with deformed more shallow root system due to Nitrogen deposition will 

soon be prone to wind blow and storm damage! 

The day as the whole week ended with a visit to the forest estate of the 

Colloredo-Mansfeld family, a 10 000 ha forest enterprise divided into two parts. 

We could meet with Dr. Šimerda, the long term forestry director of the estate. We 

discussed European beech regeneration within various regeneration felling and 

could again find that red deer is the factor with immense power, it was here 

named the king of the forest…..again, and this is repeating itself now, the 

management objectives for the estate are conflicting, forestry on the one hand 

and hunting on the other. However, there was possible to see also wrong tending 

treatments applied by foresters enhancing the risk of bark stripping and moreover 

negatively influencing morphological and quality development. In addition, many 

measures applied by them are going against each other (e.g. over-story removing 

and intensively tending on one hand vs. pruning on the other hand; wish to avoid 

bark stripping on one hand vs. pruning and intensively tending on the other hand). 

With Dr. Šimerda we have a long term partnership already in exploring the 

suitability of Douglas fir as an additional tree species for the Colloredo-Mansfeld 

forests. Especially we are testing the suitability of provenances from Freiburg and 

Kandern, southern Black Forest.  

The area of phaesonary was visited to show the problems of flood plain forest. 

Examples of coppices stands and coppice stands with old trees (at the age of 380 

years) were showed. Plenty of difficulties about its regeneration were introduced. 

Rare seed rain, low vitality of many trees, Chalara fraxinea and other issues were 

being discussed.  
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The day ended with a visit to the game park (Fallow deer, Mufflon, Sika deer) of 

the Colloredo-Mansfeld family and a ceremony of the 50th Anniversary of 

International Falconry Meeting in the Opočno castle. 

Impressions:
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bark stripping, silver fir 
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Bark stripping, Beech. 
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End of report. 


